Driving total fleet visibility

Why FuelTrace?

What is
FuelTrace?
FuelTrace is a new fleet management solution
from Certas Energy that uses telematics, GPS
technology and onboard diagnostics to deliver
total fleet visibility.
No matter a fleet’s size, or where its vehicles are
in the world, FuelTrace is able to track vehicle
and driver performance to support efficient and
effective fleet management.
Fleet managers are able to use FuelTrace as a
standalone solution, or in conjunction with fuel
card data, for a full view of fleet fuel expenditure
and the most accurate MPG measurements on
the market.

• Achieve total fleet visibility from a single browser-based reporting dashboard
accessible via desktop, tablet or mobile.
• Reduce the total cost of each journey using insights on driving behaviour, vehicle
performance, fleet fuel spend and accurate MPG measurements.
• Automate your admin with fully digitalised reporting on daily vehicle checks,
timesheets, business/private mileage, speeding, idling, out of hours usage and
more.
• No long-term contract requirement offers the flexibility to scale FuelTrace up or down
depending on the needs of your business.
• Improve productivity, efficiency and fleet control with enhanced route planning,
journey data and real-time alerts.

Key features:
• Live map: Follow your fleet in real-time to provide more accurate arrival times,
or allocate jobs based on location for maximum efficiency.
• Driver performance: Monitor speeding, idling and poor driving behaviours to
put safety first and improve fuel economy.
• Journey history: Keep track of routes, stops and arrival times to monitor driver
productivity and reduced unauthorised vehicle use.
• Fuel card integration: Link fuel cards directly to FuelTrace for accurate MPG
measurements across your fleet - helping you calculate the total cost per
journey.
• Geo-Plus: Know when your fuel cards are being misused with real-time alerts
to limit potential losses to your business.
• Geo-fencing: Create, manage and monitor geofence perimeters to understand
when drivers leave and arrive in a chosen area, or receive alerts when vehicles
break predefined location rules.
• Centralised reporting: Whether you’re looking for timesheets, business/
private mileage or daily vehicle check information, reports can be automatically
generated and accessed from a single browser-based dashboard.
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• Alerts: Receive real-time alerts by SMS or email when drivers exit geofenced
areas, use vehicles or fuel cards out of hours, speed idle or tamper with
FuelTrace units.
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Save time - 30% increase in staff productivity
Automate administration

On-the-go fleet management

Move away from time-consuming
pen and paper fleet management
to fully automated reporting that
can be uploaded directly into your
HR systems.

Manage your fleet wherever you
are with real-time fleet mapping
and driver behaviour tracking in
the FuelTrace app.

Automatically generate timesheets,
business /private mileage, fleet
fuel spend and more, with data
delivered directly from vehicles to
assure accuracy.
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And with the separate, driverfocused Fleet Vehicle Check app,
your workforce can do their
daily checks and admin tasks
from their mobile – eliminating
unnecessary paperwork.

Put safety first - 20% reduction in road accidents
Maintenance matters
Know when your vehicles are due a service, repair or MOT to avoid unplanned
downtime and avoid small fixes with defect and maintenance management reporting.
Reduce road accidents
Protect your workforce and the public with driver performance scores. Ranking
individual driving behaviours from 0-100, this score can be used to reduce the risk of
road accidents and improve driver road awareness through targetted training.
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Prevent fuel card fraud
FuelTrace’s Geo-Plus feature prevents fraudulent transactions by cross-referencing fuel
card usage. With vehicle location to notify you if a card is used without the presence of
an associated vehicle.
Stay on track
Get alerts when your vehicles stray off track with FuelTrace’s Geo-fencing feature.
Follow your fleet in real time on the live map and define set areas with Geo-fencing to
know when vehicles are being driven outside of their planned route.
Stay secure out-of-hours
Creating a Geo-fence around your yard or depot can provide additional security, you’ll
get instant notification and the ability to track the vehicles movements out of hours.

Stay in control - Real-time fraud
and vehicle misuse reporting
Drive fuel efficiency 25% reduction in fuel costs
Improve fuel economy
Ensure your fleet is taking the most direct route between jobs by tracking your vehicles’
movements in real time, or allocate jobs based on location for maximum efficiency.
Build better behaviours
A vehicle’s fuel efficiency is ultimately dependent on driving behaviours.
FuelTrace measures when drivers are speeding, braking or accelerating harshly, so that
you can identify where training is required to ensure vehicles are driven in the most fuel
efficient way.
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Find out more about FuelTrace:
0345 608 8003
certasenergy.co.uk/fuel-cards-and-bunker-sites/fueltrace
fuelcards@certasenergy.co.uk
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